


in their youth. As the windows smash and the security guards are summoned, 
the episode becomes a powerful expression of the adult yearning to defy the 
passage of time, to recover the irrecoverable past. 

Not all the stories work so well, however. "Reports concerning the death of 
the Seattle Albatross are somewhat exaggerated, for instance, despite its in- 
triguing premise that the Seattle Mariners' bird mascot actually is a bird--an 
alien from another planet--rarely succeeds in exploiting its humorous possi- 
bilities: such humour as there is is soured by the gruesome conclusion, where 
a female fan falls to her death from the mascot's "nest" at the top of the King- 
dome. Nor is "Punchlines" much better. Here the narrator is a rising young 
baseball star playing Triple A ball in Vancouver; he is also a sexist, homopho- 
bic lout who spends his time drinking in strip clubs, telling dirty jokes, and 
engaging in acts of mindless violence. The "punchline" turns out to be the clos- 
ing revelation that the narrator is really gay--a glib narrative twist that does 
little to illuminate the difficult process of accepting an often socially disap- 
proved-of sexual identity. More successful is the title stoly, in which a weedy, 
physically inept eleven-year-old succeeds in ingratiating himself with his more 
athletic classmates by his skill as a cartoonist. Slugger McBatt, his cartoon 
creation, is modelled on Freddie MacLeish, the class's baseball star, and for a 
while he enjoys Freddie's friendship and protection. One rainy afternoon, 
however, more out of boredom that anything else, Freddie turns on him. Hurt 
and humiliated, he takes the only revenge open to him: he lulls the comic book 
hero he has so lovingly created. There are no further adventures of Slugger 
McBatt. 

Interestingly enough, the main character in Jack Hodgins's Left behind i n  
Squabble Bay is also a cartoonist. Alex McGuire is an anxiety-ridden comic- 
book fanatic who is left in the care of his sour and quarrelsome aunt and uncle 
while his father goes off to Brazil. Marooned in a tiny west coast town where 
no-one laughs, where there are no kindred spirits, and where they don't even 
have snow in the winter (Alex is from Ottawa), he tries to cheer himself up by 
drawing caricatures of the local inhabitants. When his pictures are discovered, 
however, he finds himself in disgrace; faced with the prospect of his aunt and 
uncle giving away his drawing equipment, he decides to run away. In the 
course of his attempted escape, though, he encounters The Top Banana--an 
enormous, clown-like individual whose antics had once kept the town amused 
before he was driven into exile. With the aid of various other eccentrics--Fran- 
tic Freda, who makes fertilizer out of seaweed in an underwater laundromat, 
and the Duchess-in-exile, who wears a live cat as a collar--Alex makes a tri- 
umphant return, decorating the Community Hall with his caricatures to the 
cheers and laughter of the revitalized townsfolk. Even the formidable Felicity 
Bogg, his scornful and sharp-tongued schoolmate, becomes an ally in the end, 
sharing with him the humiliation of having to wear braces on the teeth. The 
story is recnunted with m1-1.ch t.he same manic e n e r g  that. characterizes Hndg- 
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ins's adult fiction; indeed, in some respects it works better. While in novels 
such as The invention of the world Hodgins's use of the magic realist approach 
of Marquez and Grass, blending fantasy and reality, sometimes seems uneasily 
derivative, here the mixture seems entirely appropriate. From the perspective 
of an isolated youngster--particularly one as paranoid as Alex--much of the re- 
ality he experiences does seem fantastic. Jack Hodgins's slrill in capturing this 
is part of the secret of his success. 

Chris Ferns teaches English at Mount Saint Vincent University. 

WELCOME ADVENTURES AND MYSTERIES 

The ghost ships that didn't belong. Lynn Manuel. Illus. Paul McCusker. 
Gage Educational Publishing, 1987.127 pp., $4.75 paper. ISBN 0-7715-6795- 
2; Whooping crane adventure. Max Braithwaite. Illus. Henry Van Der 
Linde. Gage Educational Publishing, 2nd ed., 1988.191 pp., $4.25 paper. ISBN 
0-7715-6899-1; Moses, me, and murder: A story of the Cariboo 
Goldrush. Ann Walsh. Illus. Cathie Allen. Pacific Educational Press, 1988. 
128 pp., paper. ISBN 0-88865-059-0; Sld lodge mystery and other stories. 
Joan Weir. Overlea House, 1988. 159 pp., $15.95, $3.95 cloth, paper. ISBN O- 
7172-2293-4, 0-7172-2292-6; The turtle connection. Susan Alcorn. Illus. 
Rob Johannsen. Gage Educational Publishing, 1987. 128 pp., $6.20 paper. 
ISBN 0-7715-6881-9; No safe place. Marion Crook. Overlea House, 1988.196 
pp., $3.95 paper. ISBN 0-7172-2294-2. 

Today, when fear and long distances make it necessary For children to be ac- 
companied everywhere and warncd against cverything, the mysteryladven- 
ture boolr bust be a welcome escape. Adventure book children can overcome 
danger and hardship by their own wits and courage, and offer our sheltered 
offspring the thrills they'd like to experience. Here are six they'll enjoy. 

The two most exciting are The ghost ships that did71 't belong, and Whoop- 
ing crane adventure. In the first book, ten-year-old cousins Jonna and Mat en- 
counter a terrible glowing ship blasting across their grandparents' field near 
Lake Okanagan. No one else can see it, except a strange old woman who typi- 
cally offers clues as to their "gift". In a dramatic midnight climax, the cousins 
must escape the ghost ship grinding down upon them as they try to correct, 
quite literally, a grave error. 

Lynn Manuel has turned a true incident from the Cariboo Gold Rush into 
an exciting modern ghost story, with vivid descriptions, some nice light spots 
and bits of history slipped in smoothly. This type of tale keeps American 
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